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4 8 2 NOTES OF THE QTTARTEB.
before the present year elapses, and an extensive Grammar
will complete the whole work.
These texts were collected by Prof. Leo Eeinisch at Mas-
sowa, Argigo and Zula, in the years 1875-1876 and 1879-
1880, from the mouth of an intelligent native, who spoke
also Arabic, Amharic, Tigre and Tigray, and who had been
previously employed in various political missions by the
English expedition in Abyssinia and by Munzinger-Pasha.
The texts, which cover no less than 310 pages, are classed
under several heads, as follows: 1. Historical traditions of
the Sahos ; 2. Manners and customs; 3. Stories illustrating
the customs and the laws; 4. Tales ; 5. Fables ; 6. Anecdotes;
7. Songs; 8. Proverbs; 9. Enigmas. From this, list, it
will be seen how interesting is the collection, which would
certainly deserve to be translated into English for the use of
general readers, were it not for the crudeness, not suitable
for all readers, always found in native stories. The three
following riddles are worth noting:
" What is that which looks like water but cannot be drunk ?
—Answer : SEA." " What is that which is in thine eye and
also in mine ?—Ansicer : SLEEP." " What is the large skin
which God has widened ?—Answer : EARTH or HEAVEN."
QUELQBES CONTES NuBIENS, PAR MAX. DE ROCHEMONTIEX.
Le Caire, 1888 (Tirage a part du IIe volume des Memoires
de l'Institut Egyptien).—Nubian Tales, Texts and Translations.
These Tales were collected, in 1877, amongst the Nubian
populations, which the Egyptian fellahs and the nomads of
the Nile basin call rather contemptuously Berberines (French •
Barbarins; Arabic LJJ]J? barbari, pi. berdbra). The learned
compiler and translator is of opinion that the similitude of
the word barbari (not the Latin word, I suppose) with the
name of the town of Berber and that of the ancient Berberata
of the Upper Nile is merely fortuitous. I cannot endorse
this view, and I think that these names are largely connected
with each other and with that of the modern Berbers, but
not at all, of course, with the Greek and Latin words
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and barbarm. I have in preparation a paper on
this subject, which may possibly be read before the next
Oriental Congress at Stockholm.
The scientific system of transliteration used by the author
for the original texts is generally quite satisfactory, though
some objections might be raised against certain peculiarities.
Thus, for instance, the so-called palatals k, g and n might
have been expressed advantageously by the combinations ky,
911 {dy) and ny, which would have much better represented
the French sounds Me, guie, nie, than the abnormal signs
used. Again, the author, while using extensively the semi-
vowel w in the English way, has entirely discarded the semi-
vowel y, as in : eii, " yes," instead of eyi (Reinisch eiyo, eyo ;
cf. Pul iyo) ; haiir, " to frighten," instead of hayir (R.
hdyir; Ar. j?=^) ; dunia, " crowd," instead of dunya (Ar.
LiJ), etc.
This new volume consists of twelve interesting tales with
their translation into current French. The first seven tales
are also provided with an interlinear translation, which will
prove of great use to the students of the Nuba language.
The words borrowed from the Arabic are carefully noted
and given in Arabic characters at the foot of each page.
The author gives us most accurate explanations of the origin,
the connection and the interpretation of the original texts,
and he promises some grammatical notes. The whole will
form a useful complement to Prof. Leo Reinisch's great work
{Die Nuba-Sprache, 2 vols. "Wien, 1879); even in its present
state, the work I am introducing to English scholars and
students is a very valuable contribution to our scientific
knowledge of African languages.—T. G. DE GUIRAUDON.
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR AFRIKANISCHE SPRACHEN, I I Jahrgang,
Hefte 1 und 2.—The 1st and 2nd parts of the second year
of this periodical have brought to us some very interesting
contributions to African linguistics.
1. On the Dualla Verbs, by 0. MEINHOF. A very valuable
paper on a language till now imperfectly known.
2. Lists of Words in ten Central-African Languages, com-
